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As is known, due to the existence of an embedded renewal structure, the iterates 
of a Harris recurrent Markov operator can be represented as a (delayed) renewal 
sequence. We show that these kind of representations also exist for a larger class of 
Markov operators, provided only that certain “tilling schemes” are “successful.” As 
applications of the theory we study the co-Feller operators and Markov operators 
which “contract the variation.” 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A basic technique of analyzing a stochastic system is to find an 
“isomorphic” system which has some kind of independence structure. When 
this succeeds the classical methods concerned with independent random 
variables become available. 
An example of this is provided by a recurrent Markov chain on a coun- 
table state space. There the idea is to fix one state and to split the sample 
path of the Markov chain into blocks. By a block is meant the (random) 
sequence of states between two consecutive visits to the fixed state. Because 
of the Markov property the blocks are independent and identically dis- 
tributed. One can also say that the Markov chain regenerates at the visit 
epochs to the fixed state. All this belongs to standard material in textbooks 
on stochastic processes (see, e.g., [S] ). 
Later (see [l, 133) it was observed that (under a q-recurrence condition, 
see (1.1) below) this kind of regeneration occurs also in Markov chains 
defined on general measurable spaces. Stationary processes associated with 
one-dimensional Gibbs fields have recently been proved regenerative, too 
(see CT 91). 
The main purpose of the present article is to show that embedded 
independence structures may exist also in other markovian systems (even 
deterministic) than the p-recurrent Markov chains. Although we will have 
regeneration in a very weak sense, it is strong enough, however, to produce 
the main limit results and the existence of an “invariant element.” 
The famous isomorphism theorem by Friedman and Ornstein [6] states 
that the so called weak Bernoulli systems are isomorphic to systems of i.i.d. 
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random variables (Bernoulli systems). The definitions, methods, and results 
of the present article are quite different in character from those in the paper 
by Friedman and Ornstein (cf. Section 6, Corollary 6.4). 
In order to motivate the studies to follow we shall start by describing the 
renewal representation of q-recurrent Markov chains (or Harris chains, as 
they are also called). As regards Markov chains we adopt the notation and 
terminology of [14] (see also [17, 183). 
Let (X,; n = 0, 1, . ..) be a Harris chain on a measure space (E, b, cp), that 
means a Markov chain satisfying the cp-recurrence condition 
P{ X, E A i.o.1 X0 = x} = 1 forallxEE,AE&withcp(A)>O. (1.1) 
It is clear that then the n-step transition probabilities 
Pyx, *) :=P{X,e .p$=x}, XEE, n>l, 
cannot all be singular (w.r.t. the reference measure cp). In fact, the following 
highly non-trivial result holds true: 
C-SET LEMMA [3, 4, 8, 151. For a Harris chain there exist an integer 
m, 2 1, a constant /?>O, a set CE d with q(C) > 0 and a probability 
measure v on (E, b) such that 
Pmo(x, .) 2 /?v( .) for aN x E E. 
(Note that, by (1.1) the set C is visited infinitely often by the Markov chain 
(Xn)*) 
When m, = 1 in the above inequality, a “regeneration scheme” can be 
constructed on the basis of the C-set Lemma: 
REGENERATION LEMMA [l, 133. Suppose that (X,) is a Harris chain with 
m,, = 1. Then there exists a sequence 0 < T(0) < T( 1) < . . . of random times 
such that (X,,) regenerates at these epochs, i.e., conditional on T(i) = n (for 
some i) the Markov chain starts anew at the time n with the same distribution 
(=v). 
Remark. In the case, where E is a countable set and 01 E E is a recurrent 
state, we can take T(O), T(l), . . . simply to be the successive time epochs n 
such that X, = a. Then we have m, = 1, b = 1, C= (a}, and v = P(o?, .). 
It follows from the Regeneration Lemma that the n-step transition 
probabilities P(x, .) can be represented as a “delayed” renewal sequence. 
Namely, for n = 0, 1, . . . . let 
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QJx, -):=P{X,E ., T(O)>nlX,=x), 
a,(x) := P{ T(0) = n 1 x0 = x}, 
u,:=P{T(i)=nforsomei~T(O)=O}, 
v, :=P{X,E .) T(l)>?21 T(O)=O). 
Then (u,) is a renewal sequence satisfying the renewal equations 
ug= 1, u,= i b,u,-, f 
m=l 
where 
b,:=P 
and we have 
{T(i+l)-T(i)=m}=P{T(l) 
or n>l, 
=ml T(O)=O}, 
Pn(x, .) := Q,,(x, .) + a(x) * u * v,, (1.2) 
where the notation a(x) * u * v, means the convolution &k:i+j+k=nai(x)~jvk 
of the sequences a(x) :=(a,(~)), u :=(u,,), and v :=(v,) (see also [14, 
Theorem 4.1 (iv)] ). Moreover, the measure 
z(A):= f v,(A)=Ecard(X,EA,O<n<T(l)IT(O)=O}, 
n=O 
is invariant for P. that means 
A = nP := 
J 
7L(dx) P(x, .) (see [ 14, Theorem 5.21). 
We also have the “undelayed renewal representation” 
vpn=u*v n [ 14, Theorem 4.l(iii)]. 
AE&, 
(1.3) 
(Note the slight difference in the terminology as compared with that of 
[14]. What we here call “undelayed” is “delayed” in [14], while the 
“delayed” representation (1.2) has no particular naming in [14].) 
By integrating both sides of (1.2) w.r.t. an arbitrary probability measure 
A on (E, 8’) we obtain the delayed renewal representation corresponding to 
the initial distribution 1 of the Markov chain, 
;iP”= 2, + a(A) * u * v,. (1.4) 
Here A, := AQ, and a(A) denotes the sequence (i a, dA). 
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As remarked above, the n-step transition probabilities of a Harris chain 
are necessarily non-singular for some n. Therefore many important Markov 
chains, among them the (deterministic) Markov chains generated by trans- 
formations on a general measure space and also the Markov chains 
associated with particle systems on integer lattices, cannot belong to the 
class of Harris chains (expect in very special cases). On the other hand the 
regeneration scheme described above was just based on the existence of 
absolutely continuous components in the transition probabilities. So it 
seems that the regeneration method, which makes the study of Harris 
chains essentially as easy as the study of recurrent Markov chains on 
countable state spaces, is no more available outside the class of Harris 
chains. 
The main purpose of the present article is to show that, however, 
absolute continuity is not a necessary condition for renewal representations 
of the type (1.3) and (1.4) to exist. The key observation leading to this 
extension is to note that formulas of the type (1.3) and (1.4) make sense 
also in weaker structures than is the (natural) measure theoretic structure 
of Harris chains. (Note that in these formulas the elements VP”, v,, AP”, 
and A,, are positive measures and the elements u, and a,(J) are positive 
scalars.) It is clear that the “minimal structure” where these formulas are 
well defined is the structure of an ordered vector space. (That means, VP”, 
v,, AP”, and 1, are elements of an ordered vector space. This will be made 
precise in Sections 2 and 3.) In order to be able to take limits as n -+ cc we 
have to impose also a lattice cone structure having some (minimal) 
completeness property. 
As one basic new example we have in mind the so called co-Feller 
chains, i.e., Markov chains where the transition probability P maps an 
initial distribution A with lower semicontinuous density (w.r.t. some 
reference measure ,u on the underlying topological state space E) to a dis- 
tribution with the same property. So we are naturally led to consider the 
Markov operator P as an operator on the cone of lower semicontinuous 
functions on a topological space. 
The plan of this article is briefly as follows: 
In Section 2 we introduce the basic concepts such as Markov operators 
on vector lattices and the special cases of co-Feller operators, Feller 
operators, and Markov operators which contract the variation. 
In Section 3 we define the concept of a renewal representation. We shall 
also give a probabilistic characterization to it in terms of a recurrent 
Markov chain having a countable number of states. 
In Section 4 we describe the main limit theorems which hold true for 
Markov operators with a renewal representation. 
In Section 5 we formulate simple “filling schemes,” which turn out to be 
equivalent to the renewal representation. 
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Section 6 is devoted to the study of the co-Feller operators. It turns out 
that for them the L,-convergence towards the equilibrium (Orey’s con- 
vergence theorem) is equivalent to the existence of a renewal representa- 
tion. As an example we consider weakly Bernoulli shifts on a finite 
alphabet. 
In treating some examples (notably the example of a Markov operator 
contracting the variation) we have to generalize the representation theory 
in such a way that the embedded renewal process has a finite number of 
different states (so as to become a Markov renewal process). This extension 
forms the topics of Section 7. 
2. MARKOV OPERATORS ON VECTOR LATTICES 
As we hinted in the introduction, formulas of the types (1.3) and (1.4) 
are meaningful also in the case where 2, A,,, v, and v, are elements of an 
ordered vector space only, rather than measures. Our aim in this section is 
to make this precise. 
For easy reference we shall review some elementary notions concerning 
vector lattices which will be needed in the sequel. For unexplained concepts 
we refer to the monograph [19]. (The reader who wants to catch quickly 
the basic ideas of this paper is advised to think in terms of the forthcoming 
Example 2.2, i.e., to put ‘Z := the vector lattice of continuous functions 
having compact support (on an underlying topological space E), 0, := the 
cone of non-negative lower semicontinuous functions, etc.) 
Let (V, >) be a vector lattice over R, and let %?, be the cone {uE%?; 
~20) of positive elements of G$, Let JR+ be a fixed set of positive linear 
forms on %. For a sequence u, > u2 > . . . > 0 we write u, J 0 whenever 
J(u,) 10 for all 1 E A+. For two increasing sequences u = (vi < u2 < . . .), 
v’ = (u; G v; < . . .) in V, we write v >&+ v’ (or simply u 2 v’) if for each m, 
(vk - u,), 10 as n --) co. We say that v and v’ are equivalent, and we write 
v=.M+ u’ (or shortly u = u’) whenever u >, v’ and v’ 2 u. The corresponding 
equivalence classes form an ordered cone (@‘+ , > ) which we call simply the 
completion of %+ (w.r.t. A+). If we want to emphasize the dependence of 
the completion on the set A+ we will use the notation @+(A+). 
We embed the original cone %?+ into @+ via the map v H (v, v, . ..). Note 
that for two elements v, v’ E V+ the notation “v >Uwi 0”’ means the same as 
“A(v’ - v), = 0 for all 1 E A+ ,” whereas “v =-&+ v”’ means ‘$2 Jv - v’j = 0 
for all I E &!+ .” 
If a sequence v1 < u2 < s . . belongs to the equivalence class v E@+ we 
denote this fact by u, t v. It is clear from the definition of @+ that every 
Ile A+ extends uniquely to a positive linear form from G?+ into R, := 
Ru {co}. 
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For any AE&+ := .4!+\(O) let 11. II1 denote the seminorm defined by 
I(v(I~ =A IuJ, and let %?(A) be the ordinary completion (i.e., the set of 
equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences) of V w.r.t. this seminorm. There 
exists a natural vector lattice structure in 4(n), too. 
Next we shall introduce the concept of a Markov operator. Let ,n be a 
fixed element of .4 +. A positive linear operator P: ‘3,~ u N DPE @+ is 
called a Markov operator on the vector lattice V, if 
AuP) =/J(u) for all v E %?+ . (2.1) 
(Note that in order to define a Markov operator we have to specify the 
linear form p w.r.t. which (2.1) holds.) A Markov operator P is called 
continuous (w.r.t. A+), if 
(2.2) 
It is clear that a continuous Markov operator extends uniquely to a 
positive linear operator: ‘+??+ Q, and that 
Note also that in the special case where .4?+ = {cl} consists only of the 
special element p, the Markov operator P is automatically continuous. 
Hence it extends uniquely to the completion @+ (p) := @+ (1~ > ) as well as 
to the Cauchy completion G?(p). 
Markov operators generated by transition probabilities and considered 
as operators on the vector lattice of finite measures provide a standard 
example. Although our aim is to consider weaker structures than is the 
vector lattice of measures, let us for the sake of completeness relate the 
present definitions to this example. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let P= {P(x, A); XE E, A ~8) be a transition proba- 
bility on a measurable space (E, 8). Setting AP := j A(dx) P(x, .) we see 
that P acts as a positive linear operator on the vector lattice 
W := the set of finite signed measures on (E, 8). 
Any f belonging to 
JY+ := the set of bounded measurable functions from E into R, , 
acts as the positive linear form V, 3 1 H j f dA E R + . If we let 
p := the constant 1 E J&+, 
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we see that P is a continuous Markov operator on +?. Clearly 11. IIP = II.lI I 
is the ordinary total variation norm and @(FL) = @( 1) = V (by the complete- 
ness of the space V). 
In Section 6 we shall study the class of co-Feller operators. They are 
defined as follows. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let E be a locally compact space having countable base. 
We equip E with its Borel-a-algebra g. Let 
%? := the set of continuous functions from E into R with compact support. 
Any I belonging to 
J%?+ := the set of positive Radon measures on (E, LAY), 
acts as the positive linear form %‘+ 3f~ 1(j) := 1 f dL E R, . Clearly 
5?+ = 4, (A+ ) := the set of lower semicontinuous functions 
from E into i?+ , 
and u,t v means the usual pointwise monotone convergence. By Lusin’s 
theorem the Cauchy completion @‘(A) is equal to 
Y(1) := the set of real-valued l-integrable (measurable w.r.t. the 
ordinary completion h(1) of the a-algebra W w.r.t. 1) 
functions on E. 
Let p E JZ + be a fixed non-zero Radon measure on (E, g). A continuous 
Markov operator on the vector lattice Q? (with the specified linear form CL) 
will be called in the sequel a co-Feller operator (with reference measure p). 
It is worth while to recall also the probabilistic interpretation of 
co-Feller operators. Suppose that a co-Feller operator P is induced by the 
transition probability function P(x, A), x E E, A E .4?, of a Markov chain 
(X,), that means, for every v E %+ with p(u) = 1, the probability measure 
j 4x1 Pb, .I 44 1 x is absolutely continuous w.r.t. p, and the corresponding 
Radon-Nikodym derivative has a lower semicontinuous version (=uP). It 
follows that, if the initial state X0 has a lower semicontinuous probability 
density, then so have all the subsequent states X,, IZ = 1,2, . . . . 
Let us also briefly discuss the dual concept of a Feller operator: 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let E, 98, %, A+, and @+ be as in the previous example. 
A positive linear operator P: @+ 3 f c, Pf E 5??+ is called a Feller operator, 
if 
Pl= 1. 
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Note that by Dini’s theorem the continuity condition (2.2) is then 
automatic. We have the probabilistic interpretation 
Pf(x) = ECfW1) Ix0 = xl for .xeE, f E@-,. 
Suppose that there exists a Radon measure rc on (E, a) which is 
invariant, that means 
4Pf) = n(f) for all f E V+ . 
In this case P can also be regarded as a co-Feller operator on %? (with 
reference measure K). (In probabilistic terms one has then to consider the 
dual chain of (X,).) Thus all results which hold true for co-Feller operators 
hold true for Feller operators having an invariant Radon measure. 
In Section 7 we shall study Markov operators which “contract the 
variation”: 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let E := [0, 11, p =m := the Lebesgue measure on 
co, 11, 
% := {v; v is a differentiable function on E with v’ E Y(m)} 
6 v := j-; Iv’(x)l dx, the variation of v E QT. 
A continuous Markov operator 9?3 v H VPE %? is said to contract the 
variation, if there exist an integer N 3 1 and constants p < 1 and C < GO 
such that 
$vP”Q&+C. 
0 0 
(A basic reference concerned with these kind of Markov operators is the 
paper [lo] by Lasota and Yorke. In it the authors concentrate on the 
special case provided by the Perron-Frobenius operator associated with a 
strictly expanding, piecewise C2 transformation on [0, 11.) 
3. RENEWAL REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we assume that P is an arbitrary Markov operator on a 
general vector lattice 5%’ with a speclyied linear form p E J? +. We denote 
q := {vE%?+;p(v)= l} 
Gq := (v&+;p(v)= l}. 
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Let w be a fixed element of 9?r, and let u = (u, ; n = 0, 1, . ..) be a renewal 
sequence generated by a probability distribution b = (b,; n = 1,2, . ..) on 
N+ := { 1,2, . ..}. i.e., b, > 0, C;” b, = 1, and u is the unique solution of the 
renewal equations 
u()= 1, u,=b*u n (:= i b,u.,), n=1,2 ,.., (3.1) 
m=l 
(see, e.g., [14, Sect. 4.11). 
DEFINITION 3.1. The sequence WP := (WI’“; n = 0, 1, . ..) is said to have 
an undelayed renewal representation (with the aid of the renewal sequence u), 
if there exists a sequence w = (w,; n = 0, 1, . ..) c @+ such that 
wP=u*w. (3.2) 
(Formula (3.2) is a short hand notation for the statement 
wP”= i u,-,w, for all n = 0, 1, . . . .) 
l?Z=O 
Clearly wo= w. Note that, since p(wP”)=p(w)= 1, we have 
C: = o U, _ ,p( w,) = 1, whence necessarily 
p(w,)=B,:= f b,, 
fl=m+l 
(3.3) 
or shortly, p(w) = B. Therefore p(w,)J 0 as m -+ co and 
bn=/-4w,-1)-/4w,). 
We denote 
Mb := f nb,= f B,. 
1 0 
Let u be an arbitrary element of @. Suppose that the sequence WP has 
the undelayed renewal representation (3.2). 
DEFINITION 3.2. The sequence UP := (UP”; n =O, 1, . ..) has a (delayed) 
renewal representation (with the aid of u), provided that there exist a 
sequence v = (a,; n = 0, 1, . ..) c @+ and a probability distribution a(u) = 
(a,(u); n = 0, 1, . ..) c R, on N := (0, 1, . ..> (both depending on u) such that 
UP = v + a(u) * u * w. (3.4) 
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Note that by (3.2) we have also 
VP = v + a(u) * wP. 
Since p(uP”) = p(u) = 1 it follows that 
p(u,) = A”(U) := f a,(u) 
Wl=n+l 
a,(u) = do,- 1) - 14ud 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
In particular, I JO as n + co. 
We shall denote 
W,(w) := {u E %‘i ; UP has a renewal representation of the form (3.4)}, 
W,(w) :=w,(w)n~~. 
The proofs of the following facts are obvious: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) 6?,(w) is a conuex set, i.e., closed under finite 
convex combinations. 
(ii) w,(w) is convex, too, Moreover, it is closed under countable 
convex combinations. 
(iii) So in particular, if9,(w)=gl, then W,(w)=@. 
In the case where 9,(w) = %,, or equivalently (by (iii) above), where for 
every u E %?, , the sequence UP has a renewal representation, we say that the 
Markou operator P has a renewal representation (with the aid of u). 
Note that, by (3.3), the elements B;‘w, EG?~ for all m. In fact we have 
the following result: 
LEMMA 3.1. B;‘w,,,E w,(w) for all m. 
Proof: A straightforward calculation shows that for each fixed m, 
B,‘w,P” = B,‘w ,,,+n+ f: B,‘b,+kwPn-k for n = 0, 1, . . . . 
k=l 
which is of the desired form (3.5). 
Let 
uE’&;uisoftheformu=~g,w, 
0 
forsomerealnumbersyo,y,,...~O . 1 
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Note that, by (3.3), the coeffkients ym necessarily satisfy the condition 
f B,y,= 1. 
0 
Moreover, by (3.2), wP” E 8?(w) for all n. Note also that g?(w) is 
closed under countable convex combinations, and that by Propositions 3.1 
and 3,2(ii), it is contained in L@~(w). 
Summarizing the above we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The set 8??(w) is the minimal convex set which is 
closed under countable convex combinations and which has the property that 
for every element v therein, the sequence VP has a renewal representation. 
One can prove quite easily from the mere existence of an undelayed 
renewal representation the existence of an invariant element for P. A non- 
zero element p E @+ is called invariant for P, if 
pP=p. 
Recall the definition of M, := C;” nb, < CCL 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that P is a continuous Markov operator, and that 
the sequence WP has the undelayed renewal representation WP = w * u. Then 
the element 
no 
w:=c W,E@, 
0 
is invariant for P. Moreover, 
AW)=M,. 
ProoJ From (3.2) and from the renewal eqs. (3.1) we obtain 
?I+1 
WP n+l- -m~O%+l-mwm 
=~~oU,-,(W,+,+h,,,w). 
On the other hand 
(3.7) 
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It follows that 
w,P=w,+lP+b,+lw for all m. 
Summation over m yields the asserted invariance. 
In order to see that p( IV) = Mb note that the identity 
B * u = 1 (:= the sequence (1, 1, . ..)) 
(see [14, formula (4.6)]) h w en combined with the renewal representation 
of WP leads to the identity 
B*wP=l*w. 
Since p(wP) = 1, we obtain 
B*l=p(w)*l, 
or equivalently, 
iB,=p(iw,) foralln. 
0 0 
Letting n + CC gives the asserted identity (3.7). 
We say that WP has an undelayed positive renewal representation, if the 
embedded renewal sequence u is positive recurrent, i.e., p( IV) = Mb < co. 
Note that then there exists an invariant element 
p :=M,‘WEWT’“(w) (3.8) 
We say that the Markov operator P has a positive renewal representation, 
if it has a renewal representation with the aid of a positive recurrent 
renewal sequence u. 
Later we will prove that then the invariant element p given above has 
certain minimality and uniqueness properties. 
For a Harris recurent Markov operator there exists a natural 
probabilistic interpretation for the renewal representation in terms of an 
augmented renewal process. Namely, there exists a bivariate Markov chain 
(A’,,, Y,) taking values in the enlarged state space E x (0, 1 } and having the 
following properties: 
(i) (Y,) is the indicator sequence of a renewal process (i.e., 
Y, = 1 o there is a renewal epoch at n), and 
(ii) the subset c1:= E x { 1 } of the state space is an atom for (X,, Y,); 
i.e., the transition probabilities 
piwn+,, yn,, )E .1(X,, YJ= (x, l,>, x E E, 
do not depend on x (see [14, Sect. 4.41). 
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It is clear that we cannot have the same interpretation for our “abstract” 
renewal representation, since the property (ii) above forces the Markov 
operator to be non-singular. (Later in Section 7 we will see that even some 
deterministic systems can possess a renewal representation in the sense of 
Definitions 3.1 and 3.2.) 
There is, however, a weaker type of interpretation, which we shall now 
describe: 
Suppose that, for some element u E 4, the sequence VP has the renewal 
representation (3.4). Let us denote v”, :=A,(v)-’ v, and 3, := Bib,,. 
Recall that they both belong to $??, . Let (V,; n = 0, 1, . ..) be a gr-valued 
Markov chain defined as follows. The initial distribution is 
P{ v, = &) = a,(v), P{ vo = 60) = 1 -a,(v), 
and the transition probabilities are 
P{v~=~~~V,~l=a,~,}=A,~,(v)~la,(v) 
P{V,=O,IV,_1=v”,_1}=A,~1(V)-lA,(v)=1-A,_I(v)-la,(v) 
P{V~=tt,IV~_,=~~_,}=B,‘,b, 
(3.9) 
P{V~=~,,IV,~,=~‘,_,}=B,‘lB,=l-B,’,b,, n,m>l. 
Note that, (V,) has in fact a countable state space, namely {fi,, fir, . ..} u 
{fi,, Gl, . . . } c @jr. The former states are transient, while the latter are 
recurrent. It is an easy exercise to calculate the expectation 
EV, = v, + a(v) * u * w,. (3.10) 
But due to the renewal representation, the right hand side equals VP” and 
so we obtain the formula 
EV,, = VP”. (3.11) 
Thus our renewal representation means that we can embed our 
(originally deterministic) sequence (VP”) in a countable Markov chain so 
that this sequence becomes the expectation of our Markov chain. (The 
situation is somewhat analogous to the relation between the solution of an 
elliptic partial differential equation and the associated diffusion process.) 
4. LIMIT RESULTS 
The fundamental limit result which holds true for Harris chains is Orey’s 
convergence theorem [16]. For aperiodic Harris chains it states that for all 
initial distributions A and 2’ 
IP” - I’P” + 0 
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in total variation norm as n + co. Hence, in particular, if P has an 
invariant probability measure rc, then IZP” + IL 
In this section we shall deal with generalizations of Orey’s theorem for 
Markov operators on vector lattices (having a renewal representation). 
Throughout this section P will be a continuous Markov operator on a 
general vector lattice GZ with specified linear form u E A?+. Moreover we 
assume that w is an element of WI such that the sequence WP has the 
undelayed renewal representation (3.2). 
Recall the definition of the seminorm /.[I ~ = p ) . I. Also recall the defini- 
tions of the convex sets 
and let 
$J?i (w) = {v E Vi ; VP has a renewal representation}, 
W,(w) = {v E @ ; VP has a renewal representation >, 
&i(w) := the closure of 99,(w) w.r.t. the seminorm 1) ./IF. 
Clearly W,(w)c8,(w)c8,(w)c~~. 
Before formulating the limit results we shall briefly discuss the concept of 
periodicity. Suppose that the renewal sequence u has period 
d:=g.c.d.{n>l;u,>O)=g.c.d.(n~l;b,>O). (4.1) 
Denoting 
u;“’ := Ujd, 
wy’) := wid+, for i>O,O<r<d, 
we obtain from (3.2) and (4.1) 
WP id+r = j$o u,!d’w$*‘i’ = ucd) * ,i”“, 
whence, for every fixed r = 0, 1, . . . . d - 1, the sequence 
(wPid+‘; i=O, 1, . ..) 
has an undelayed renewal representation with the aid of the aperiodic 
renewal sequence dd) = (ujd; i = 0, 1, ..,). 
Similarly, the analysis of the delayed periodic case can be reduced to the 
aperiodic case. 
Due to these observations we shall henceforth assume that d= 1, i.e., we 
shall deal with the aperiodic case only. 
The following theorem generalizes Orey’s convergence theorem: 
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THEOREM 2. (i) With the assumptions stated above 
11 VP” - V’P” 11 ,, + 0 as n+cO (4.2) 
for all v, v’ E 8,(w). 
(ii) If, in addition, u is positive recurrent, then 
Ilvp”-Pll +o as n+co (4.3 1 
for all v E 8,(w), where p is the invariant element given by the formula (3.8). 
In fact, for v E w,(w) a slightly stronger result holds true, namely, there exist 
sequences %Y+ 3 p(“) t p and R + 3 p’“‘(v) r 1 such that 
VP” > p’“‘(v) p’“’ for all n. (4.4) 
Proof Since P is a linear contraction on 9(p), it is sufficient to prove 
the assertion (4.2) for elements v E W,(w), v’ = w. As in the “renewal proof” 
of Orey’s theorem for Harris chains (see [ 14, Proof of Theorem 6.71) we 
have the inequality 
IIVP” - wP”/I := p IVP” - WP”) 
< PL(vJ + la(u) * u - 4 * P(W),. 
By (3.6) the first term on the right hand side tends to zero. By (3.3) the 
second term is equal to 
la(v) * u - uI * B,, 
and according to Orey’s convergence theorem for renewal sequences (see 
[ 14, Theorem 6.11) it tends to zero, too. So we have proved (4.2). 
Clearly (4.4) implies (4.3). Thus we are left with the proof of the stronger 
statement (4.4). 
Let [a] := the integer part of the real number a. We have 
vP”>a(v)*u*w, 
CGI 
> C a(v)*unpmw, 
m=O 
[n/21 
Let 
[n/21 
p;:=A4,’ 1 w, 
ITT=0 
p”‘(v) := M, inf a(v) * ui. 
ia Cn/21 
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Now pk t p by the definition of p whereas B’“‘(v) t 1 by the renewal 
theorem. Via a diagonal procedure we can find elements p’“) < p;, p’“) E V+ 
with the desired property p(“’ t p. 
COROLLARY 4.1. (i) Zf the Markov operator P has a renewal represen- 
tation, then (4.2) holds true for all v, v’ E @, . 
(ii) Zf P has a positive renewal representation, then (4.3) holds true for 
all v E G?, and (4.4) holds true for all v E gI. 
Using the convergence result (4.3) and the inequality (4.4) we can prove 
a uniqueness result for the invariant elements of P in the case of a positive 
renewal representation: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that P has a positive renewal representation. 
(i) Let p’ E @I be any subinvariant (mod u) element, that means 
/t(p’ - p’P) + = 0. 
Then necessarily 
Pl=fl P (that means u lp’-pi =O). 
(ii) Let p’ E$?, be any (properly) subinvariant element, that means 
p’P < p’. 
Then necessarily 
P’>P and P’ =p P* 
Proof. (i) Since p(p’P) = u(p’) we have p’P” =P p’. Setting now v = p’ 
in (4.3) yields the desired uniqueness result. 
(ii) By the inequality (4.4) 
p’ > p’P” > /?‘“‘(p’) p(n) t p as n+oo. 
Since u(p’) = u(p) it follows that p’ =p p. 
Similarly as Orey’s convergence theorem we could extend other limit 
theorems from Harris chains such as rates of convergence in Orey’s 
theorem, ratio limit theorems, sums of operator iterates, and presumably 
also central limit and large deviation theorems. 
Let us briefly discuss the concept of geometric recurrence and the 
associated geometric convergence in Orey’s theorem. (This concept will 
appear in Section 7 in the context of Markov operators which contract the 
variation.) 
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Recall that a renewal sequence u is called geometrically recurrent if 
5 .r”< co for some r> 1. 
1 
In the aperiodic case it then follows that 
u,+uCC as n-o0 
with a geometric rate. We shall then call u a geometrically ergodic renewal 
sequence. 
Suppose now that the embedded renewal sequence u in the renewal 
representation of WP is geometrically ergodic. Imitating again the proof for 
Harris chains (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 6.141) one could then show that 
IIWp”-Pllp-+-)o with a geometric rate as n * 00, 
and more generally, 
W”-Al,-+0 with a geometric rate as n --) co 
for all u E $2&(w) satisfying the condition 
f a,(u) rn < co for some r = T(U) > 1. 
5. FILLING SCHEMES AND RENEWAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Let P be a Markov operator on a vector lattice V with a specified linear 
form p E A’ +. Let us fix an element w E %, , and let u E @i be arbitrary. (We 
do not assume having any kind of a renewal representation at the 
moment.) Consider the following filling scheme: 
i 
u=a,w+u, 
u,P=a,w+w, 
. . . 
u,-lP=anw+u, 
(5.1) 
. . . 2 
where a=(a,; n=O, l,... )cR+ and v=(u,; n=O, l,... )c@?+. Note that, 
since p(w) = p(u) = 1, it follows that 1;” a,, < 1. 
We will call the scheme successful, provided that a is a proper proba- 
bility distribution on N, i.e., C,” a,, = 1. Clearly this is equivalent to the 
statement ~(27,) JO. 
607/!90/1-3 
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The given fixed element w is called recurrent, if the element WP has a 
successful tilling scheme, i.e., there exist a probability distribution b = (b,; 
n = 1, 2, . ..) on N+ and a sequence w = (w,; n = 0, 1, . ..) c $?+ with w,, = w 
such that 
wP=b,w+w,, 
w,P=bzw+w,, 
. . . 
w,-lP=b,w+w,, 
-... 
(5.2) 
Let u = (u,; n = 0, 1, . ..) be the renewal sequence generated by the proba- 
bility distribution b. We have the following simple but important result: 
THEOREM 3. (i) An element w E& is recurrent (with successful jXing 
scheme (5.2)) if and only if the sequence WP has the undelayed renewal 
representation (3.2). 
(ii) Suppose that w is recurrent. For any v E @,, v has the successful 
Jilling scheme (5.1) if and only if VP has the renewal representation (3.4) 
(with a(v) = a). 
Proof: Suppose that w is recurrent. Let u be the renewal sequence 
generated by b. Then 
wP=b,w+w,=u,w+u,w,, 
i.e., (3.2) holds true for n = 1. The general case follows easily by induction: 
Assuming that wP” = u * w, we have 
”  
wp”+l= c U”_,W,P 
m=O 
=m~o~n-,(bm+,w+w,,,) by(5.2), 
n+l 
=u n+1wo+ c Un+l-mwm 
m=l 
by the renewal equation and since w = wo. But now we have proved that 
wpn+l=u* W”,l. 
Suppose, conversely, that wP” = u * w,. By operating from the left by 
“B *” and recalling that B * u = 1 we obtain 
BtwP,=l*w,=~w,. 
0 
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It follows that 
n-1 n-1 
c w,P+B,w= 1 B,_,-m~Pm+l+B,~ 
??I=0 l?Z=O 
=B*wP, 
This implies 
as asserted. 
w=wo 
W ,-lP=b,w+w, for n$l 
The proof of part (ii) is similar in character, and therefore we omit it. 
Next we shall introduce a “minorization condition” which is sufticient for 
the existence of a renewal representation: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that there exist a constant a >O and an element 
w E %?I such that for all v E %‘I 
vPmCv’ 2 aw (5.3) 
for some integer m(v) L 0 (depending on v). Then the Markov operator P has 
a renewal representation. 
Proof: Let VE@~ be arbitrary. Let v’ be an element of %I such that 
9’ < v. We have 
Thus we may as well assume that (5.3) holds true for all v E G?i. 
Consider now a fixed v E %‘r, and let 
M, = m, := m(v), 
v* := v, v, := VP, . ..) VM*- 1 := VP MI-1 . 
Then 
where 
vM, .- *-vPM1--awE@+. 
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We shall proceed by induction. Suppose that for some i we are given 
integers Mj = m, + . . . + mj (j = 1, . . . . i) and elements v,, u, , . . . . v~, E g+ . 
We define 
Mi+l :=Mi+mi+l, where mi+ 1 := m(p(uM,)-’ oM,) 
VW,+ I *- ‘-v,,P, VW,+2 :=v&P2, . ..) v,,+,-1 :=vM,Pm,+‘-l, 
tIMi,, := UM,P”lf’ - oL( 1 - or)i w. 
In fact we have now constructed a filling scheme of the form (5.1) with 
a(l-lx)‘-‘, a _ 
i 
when n = Mi for some i, 
n- 0 otherwise. 
Since CF a,, = 1, it follows that u has a successful filling scheme. In par- 
ticular, the element WP has a successful filling scheme, so w is recurrent 
(Theorem 3(i)). From part (ii) of Theorem 3 it follows that the whole 
Markov operator P has a renewal representation. 
Note that in the case where P has a positive renewal representation the 
minorization condition (5.3) is also a necessary condition. In order to see 
this note that by (4.4) we can take w = /@“o’)-’ pCno), ct = $(p’“‘) > 0 for 
some fixed n,. Then m(v) = inf{m: p(“)(u) > f}. 
A subset ‘9 c @, is called a basis for the cone V, , if for every v E %+ there 
exist non-negative real numbers yO, yl, . . . and elements g,, g,, . . . E Y such 
that 
r  Yigicu. (5.4) 
Note that, necessarily CF yi = p(o). It is also clear that, if $2 is a basis, then 
every u E @+ has a representation of the form (5.4). 
As a corollary of Theorem 4 we obtain: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let 9 c @, be a basis for the cone W+. Suppose that 
there exist a constant c1> 0 and an element w E WI such that for every g E 23 
gP” 2 uw for all m 3 some integer m(g). 
Then P has a renewal representation. 
Proof: Let v = C,” yi gi E %‘1 be arbitrary. Let M be such that C,” yi 3 4. 
We obtain 
VP” 2 $xw for m 2 oE:xM m(gi), 
. . 
so that (5.3) holds true. 
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6. CO-FELLER OPERATORS 
In this section we shall specify our results to the class of co-Feller 
operators. 
Let E be a locally compact space with countable base and let p be a 
specified Radon measure (the reference measure) on the Borel-a-algebra 93 
of E. Let Supp(p) := r){F; F closed, p(FC) = 0} be the support of p. We 
assume that its interior (Supp(p))’ is non-empty. Recall that P is a co-Feller 
operator if it acts as a continuous Markov operator on the cone $?+ of 
non-negative lower semicontinuous functions. 
First we give a sufficient condition for a co-Feller operator to have a 
renewal representation: 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a co-Feller operator with reference measure p, and 
let Y c @, be a countable basis for the cone %‘+ . Suppose that for some 
constant 6 > 0, some non-empty open set U c Supp(p), 
lim ~{x E U; gP”(x) 2 S} = p(U) for all g 6 9. (6.1) n-m 
Then P has a renewal representation. 
Proof: There is no loss of generality to assume that U is relatively com- 
pact. Let g: := min{ gP”, S}. Then g; + 6 in p-measure on U. Let g, E %+ , 
g, < g: be such that also g, + 6 in p-measure on U. Let (n’) = (n’(g)) be 
a subsequence along which g,, + 6, ,u-a.e. on U. By using a diagonal proce- 
dure we may assume that the subsequence (n’) is the same for all g E 9. Let 
VE W be a set of full measure (i.e., p( V”) = 0) such that gn, + 6 on Vn U 
for all gE 9. Since the topology of E has a countable basis there is a 
countable set D c Vn U which is dense in U. For any x E D we can find a 
subsequence (n”) = (n”(x)) of (n’) such that 
gn* (x) t 6 as n”+oO. 
By using again the diagonal procedure we can assume that (n”) does not 
depend on x. Since D is dense in U, it follows that in fact 
&Tdf t 6 everywhere on the compact set rSr, 
and now, by Dini’s theorem, this convergence is actually uniform. Conse- 
quently, 
gP”” 2 g,,, > $5 on i7 eventually, 
which, by the Corollary of Theorem 4, is sufficient for the renewal represen- 
tation. 
Let us formulate Orey’s theorem for co-Feller operators. 
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COROLLARY 6.1. Suppose that P is a co-Feller operator having an 
aperiodic renewal representation. Then 
VP” - v’Pn + 0 in L?(u)-norm 
for all v, v’ E 9’(y) with p(v) = u(v). In particular, tf P has an invariant 
element p E L?(P) with u(p) = 1, then 
VP” -+ P(V) P in Y(p)-norm. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of an invariant element p E 4 is that 
P has a positive renewal representation. In fact, then there exists a minimal 
and u-essentially unique invariant element p E @. 
It is worth while to formulate these results also in the dual case 
where P is a Feller operator having an invariant Radon measure rz (see 
Example 2.3). Recall that then P can be viewed also as a co-Feller operator 
with reference measure rc. 
For a Feller operator P we shall call a lower semicontinuous function 
h E 5?+ superharmonic, if 
and harmonic, if 
h>Ph, 
h=Ph. 
Note that a superharmonic (resp. harmonic) function is a subinvariant 
(resp. invariant) element if P is viewed as a co-Feller operator. Hence we 
obtain immediately the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose that P is a Feller operator with an invariant 
Radon measure rt and having an aperiodic positive renewal representation. 
Then P has a unique minimal n-integrable superharmonic function h E 5& ; in 
fact, h is harmonic. Moreover, 
J’“f -4f)h in L?(n)-norm as n + co for all f E 9(7c). 
In particular, tf IE is a probability measure (so that the harmonic function, 
which is identically equal to 1 belongs to G$) then h < 1 everywhere and h = 1, 
z-almost everywhere. In this case 
Yf -+df) in S(z)-norm as n + co for all f 6 P(a). 
As a corollary of Theorem 5 we obtain a result which essentially states 
that, for co-Feller operators, Orey’s convergence theorem and the existence 
of the renewal representation are equivalent. 
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COROLLARY 6.3. Suppose that P is a co-Feller operator having an 
invariant lower semicontinuous element p E gI. Suppose that p(xO) > 0 for 
some x0 E (Supp(p))‘. Then 
vP”+p in ~I(p)-norm for all v E @I) (6.2) 
if and only if the operator P has a renewal representation. 
Proof. We already proved (Theorem 2) that, if P has a renewal 
representation, then 
VP” - v)Pn -9 0 in Y(p)-norm for all v, v’ E 9(p) with p(v) = ,u(v’). 
Set v’ = p to obtain (6.2). 
If, conversely, (6.2) holds then VP” + p in p-measure and hence, by the 
semicontinuity of p, condition (6.1) of Theorem 5 holds true. 
As an illustration we shall study the weak Bernoulli shifts on a finite 
alphabet: 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let S be a finite set, called the alphabet, and let 
L-2 = sxz, z := I..., - 1, 0, 1, . ..}. 9 := the canonical product a-algebra on 
Q. Let X, denote the coordinate mapping, X,(w) := o, for o E Q, m E Z, 
and let 
F”“, :=a(X,;m<O), 5: :=o(X,;m>n). 
The symbol 8 denotes the shift operator 
(eo), :=~?I+17 n E Z. 
Suppose that P is a shift invariant probability measure on (52, F), i.e., 
under P (X,; n E Z) is a stationary sequence of random variables. 
Define 
p, := 1 - (P(9Y, “9:) A (PI~~,OPI~-,“)(Q) 
= $ IIPI9:, v 5; -PI2V,@PI9q. 
Clearly /I, 1 /I, with 0 < fl, < 1. If fi, = 0, then the shift 6’ is called weak 
Bernoulli. 
With the shift 8 there is associated a Markov operator in a natural way: 
Let rr be the probability measure 
71 := P(X,, x-1, . ..)-I 
on Sxz- (Z- := (0, - 1, . ..}). and let rc,, m = 1, 2, . . . . be the marginals 
7l m := P(X,, . ..) X-,*,)-l, 
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We set 
E:=Supp(n)= {xES~=-;~,(x,,,...,~~,+~)>Oforallm}. 
On E we have the topology induced by the product topology on Sxz-, i.e., 
the basis elements are 
Um(x):={y~E;yo=~o,...,y-,+1=x-,+l), x E E, m = 1, 2, . . . . 
For each x, E S, x E E let 
P(x,lx):= lim P{X~=xl~Xo=xo,...,X~,+,=x~,+,} 
m-tee 
and for any measurable f := E + R + define 
Pf(x) :=Cfh x0, -1 P(x, 1x0, x-1, . ..I. x=(x~,x-~ ,... )EE. 
XI 
We assume that for all x E E, 
inf P(x, I Y) t WI lx) as m+co. (6.3) 
YE Urn(x) 
This condition makes the operator f~ Pf a Feller operator. Clearly n is 
invariant for P. 
We have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 6.4. Suppose that the condition (6.3) guaranteeing the Feller 
property is satisfied. Then P has a renewal representation if and only if the 
shift 6 is weak Bernoulli. 
A sufficient condition for this is: For some constant 6 > 0 we have 
lim P 
dPI9:, v 9;+‘+’ 
d(PIS?Y,@PJ9;+“-I) 
=l forallm>l. (6.4) 
n-tm 
Proof Suppose that 0 is weak Bernoulli. Let g := E xm + [ - 1, 1) be 
measurable and let g*(x) = g(x,, . . . . x-~+~), x E E. Since g(X,,+,-,, . . . . X,) 
is 9F,“-measurable it follows that 
2P,~ElE(g(X,+,-I,...,X,)l~~,)-Eg(X,+,-I,...,X,)I 
= s E IP”+“-‘g*(x)-z(g*)l n(dx). 
Since functions g* of the above form are dense in 9(z), it follows that 
P"f-+df) in 9(n)-norm for all f e A?(n), 
i.e., Orey’s convergence theorem holds true. But, as we observed in 
Corollary 6.3 this implies the renewal representation. 
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Conversely, if we have the renewal representation, then we have Orey’s 
theorem. It is easy to see that then the shift t9 is weak Bernoulli. 
In order to see that condition (6.4) is sufficient for the weak Bernoulli 
property, note that it implies 
lim 7r{~~E;P”f(y)3&c(f)}=l 
n-m 
for all indicator functions 
“ft.1 = 1 U&d. 17 x E E, m = 1,2, . . . 
But, when suitably normed, these clearly form a basis for the cone g+, and 
thus Theorem 5 can be applied. 
7. MARKOV RENEWAL REPRESENTATIONS 
When dealing, e.g., with Markov operators which contract the variation 
(see Example 2.4) we encounter a situation, which is slightly more general 
than is the minorization condition (5.3) of Theorem 5. Namely, there will 
only exist a finite collection { w( 1 ), . . . . w(d)} of elements of %i such that 
UP” > /!?w(i) (7.1) 
for some i = i(0) E { 1, . . . . d}, m = m(u) 2 0 depending on v, and some /I > 0 
(not depending on u). 
This condition leads naturally to the concept of a Markov renewal 
representation for a Markov operator, that means a generalization 
involving d-dimensional vector valued quantities instead of scalar valued 
quantities as we had before. 
Thus, for example, instead of renewal sequences we have to deal with 
Markov renewal sequences (with finite state space). These are formally 
defined as follows: 
Let b = (b,; n = 1,2, . ..) be a sequence of elements in Ryd := the set of 
d x d-matrices with positive elements. Suppose that the sum B := C;” b, is 
a stochastic matrix, i.e., 
i f b,(i,j)= 1 for all i = 1, . . . . d. 
j=l n=l 
Let u=(u,; n=O, l,...)cRyd be the corresponding Markov renewal 
sequence, i.e., the unique solution of the Markov renewal equations 
u,, = Z := the identity matrix, 
U,=b*u n (:= i b,,,u.-,), n=l,2 ,.... 
m=l 
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Let us next describe what we mean by the concept of a Markov renewal 
representation. Let for a moment P be a general Markov operator on a 
general vector lattice % with specified element p E A+. Let u be a Markov 
renewal sequence as above and w E %‘f” ’ be a d-dimensional column vector 
w= (w(l), *.., ~(d))~ with elements w(i)E’&, (:= {UC%?+; p(v)= l}). The 
sequence WP := (wP”; n = 0, 1, . ..) (wP” := the column vector (w(1) P”, . . . . 
w(d) P”)‘) is said to have an undelayed Markov renewal representation 
(with the aid of the Markov renewal sequence u), if 
wP=u*w (7.2) 
for some sequence w = (w,; n = 0, 1, . ..) in @-“,” ‘. (A generic element of the 
sequence u * w is given by the column vector u * w, with components 
u* w,(i)= c i u,-&, 8 wm(h i = 1, . . . . d. 
j=l m=O 
Suppose now that the sequence WP has the undelayed representation 
(7.2). For an arbitrary element VE$?~ we say that the sequence UP has 
a (delayed) Markov renewal representation, provided that there exist 
a sequence v = (u,; n = 0, 1, . ..) c @?r and a sequence a(v) = (a,(v); 
n = 0, 1, . ..) c @i xd (both depending on v) such that x7= r C,“=. a&; v) = 1 
and 
uP=v+a(v)*u*w (=v +a(v) * WP by (7.2)). (7.3) 
Similarly as in the “scalar case” we see that the following filling scheme 
is equivalent to the undelayed Markov renewal representation (7.2), 
w=wo 
w,P=b,w+w, 
. . . 
W n-lP=b,w+w, 
. . . 
(7.4) 
with C;” b, = B = a stochastic matrix and wo, wr, . . . E G?y” ‘. 
Suppose that (7.4) holds true (or equivalently, that WP has the 
undelayed Markov renewal representation (7.2)). Then the following filling 
scheme is equivalent to the Markov renewal representation (7.3), 
i 
v = ao(v)w + v. 
v,P=a,(v)w+v, 
. . . 
v,-lP=an(v)w+v, 
*-., 
(7.5) 
where x4= I C,“=, a&; v) = 1 and vo, vl, . . . E WI. 
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Let (Z,) be the embedded Markov chain associated with the Markov 
renewal sequence u, i.e., (Z,) is a Markov chain with state space { 1, . . . . d} 
and transition probabilities 
B(i, j) = f b,( i, j). 
n=l 
Let {R(l), . . . . RCK), T} be the decomposition of the state space { 1, . . . . d} of 
(Z,) into K recurrent classes R(i), . . . . RCK) and a transient class T. For each 
k = 1, . . . . K there exists an invariant probability distribution rrCkJ on 
{ 1, . . . . d} concentrated on Rk and such that 
Note that, since the state space is finite, there always exists at least one 
recurrent class. If K= 1, i.e., there is only one recurrent class, then we shall 
call the Markov renewal representation irreducible. 
A recurrent class Rtk) is called positive recurrent for the Markov renewal 
sequence u, if 
~j;~) := nc, n C dk)(i) UC j) i, jc dk) 
is finite. 
For each k there are the absorption probabilities hCk’( i), i = 1, . . . . d. These 
satisfy the harmonicity conditions 
with the boundary conditions 0 < hCk’(i) < 1, htk’(i) = 1 for in RCk’, 
hCk’( i) = 0 for i E RCk” with k’ # k, Ck hCk)(i) = 1 for every i. Let us denote 
A(i; v) := f a,($ v), 
II=0 
and by ACk)(v) the “absorption probability from v to the class RCk’.” The 
latter is given by 
kkj(v) := ; A(i; v) hCk’(i). 
i=l 
Remark. Note that, if WP has an undelayed Markov renewal represen- 
tation, then for each state i in any recurrent class RCk), the component 
sequence w(i)P has an undelayed renewal representation. Namely, 
w( i)P = II(‘) * WY’, 
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where u(‘) denotes the embedded renewal sequence associated with the 
recurrent state i of the Markov renewal sequence II, 
,+,(i) = b(i) * w > 
and b(‘) = (bci)(j)* m = 0, 1, . . . . 
satisfying themequations 
j = 1, . . . . d) are the “taboo probabilities” 
u,(i, j) = C zdt!,bjt;‘(j). 
m 
Similarly we can see that if VP has a (delayed) Markov renewal represen- 
tation then UP has in fact also a (delayed) renewal representation. These 
facts will not be exploited in the sequel. 
Let us briefly study the invariant elements produced by a Markov 
renewal representation. Suppose that we have the undelayed representation 
(7.2) with the aid of a Markov renewal sequence u. 
Precisely as in the scalar case (see the proof of Theorem 1) we obtain the 
equalities 
wmP=w,+1+b,+,w for m=O, l,.... 
Summation over m yields now (we write W := C,” w,; note that 
W&y) 
02 
WP=c w,+ Bw. 
After recalling that w,, = w we obtain 
w+ WP=Bw+ W. 
Operating from the left by “r?” leads to 
#‘wp=#)w 
so that Wck) := dk)W is an invariant element for P, for every k = 1, . . . . K. 
We have (cf. (3.7)) 
p( W(k)) = qk’ 
so that with each positive recurrent (for the Markov renewal sequence u) 
class Rck) there is associated an invariant element 
P (k) := @Q’) - 1 w(k) 
with ,u(pck)) = 1. 
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Let us formulate Orey’s convergence theorem in the case of positive 
recurrence: 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that all the recurrent classes are aperiodic and 
positive recurrent for the Markov renewal sequence u. Then for each v E %?, 
VP” + ; A(k)(V) p(k) as n -+ co in I( . jl ,-norm. 
k=l 
Proof. The proof is an obvious modification of the “scalar case” 
(Theorem 2). 
Theorem 4 generalizes to 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that there exist a constant a >O and elements 
w(l), . . . . w(d) E qI, such that for all v E WI there exist i = i(v) E { 1, . . . . d} and 
an integer m = m(v) such that 
VP” 2 aw(i). (7.6) 
Then P has a Markov renewal representation, that means, for every v E @, , 
VP has a Markov renewal representation with the aid of a Markov renewal 
sequence u. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 4 we may assume that the minoriza- 
tion condition holds true for all v E @. 
Consider now a fixed v E @I and let 
then 
i, = i(v), M, = m(v), 
00 = v, vl=vP,...,V+l=vPM’--I; 
where 
vM, ~, P = vPm(“) = aw,, + v~, , 
V.&f, .- .- VP”‘” - aw(i,) E 4,. 
Note that ~(v,,) = 1 - a. 
We shall proceed by induction. Suppose that we are given integers 
M, < . . . <M, and indices i,, . . . . i, and elements II,,, . . . . v,,,, with /J(IJ~,) = 
(1 - a)‘. We define 
l/+1 ’ := i(v,,), 
M I+ I :=M,+m(v,,), 
vM,+ j -- -- v,,Pj, j= 1, . . . . m(v,,) - 1, 
VMM,+, .-.- v~,PmCVM~) - a( 1 - a)’ wi,+, E 59,. 
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So we have produced a filling scheme of the type (7.5) with 
a,,(iJ = a( 1 - a)‘, 
%(A = 0 otherwise. 
But this scheme is successful, since 
c Ca,(j;u)= 2 cr(1 -lx)‘-l= 1. 
j n I= 1 
As an example we have Markov operators which contract the variation. 
Recall that they are Markov operators which satisfy the condition 
+VPN&+C (7.7) 
0 0 
for some integer NB 1 and constants p < 1, C < co. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that P contracts the variation. Then P has a 
Markov renewal representation with the aid of a geometrically recurrent 
Markov renewal sequence. Hence there exists a finite collection of invariant 
elements p(l), . . . . p@‘~@, for P and numbers A”‘(u), . . . . A”‘(V) with 
0 6 A@‘(u) < 1 such that Cf ACk’(u) = 1 and 
VP” + v* := C ACk’(u) pCk’ in L?(m)-norm as n + co (7.8) 
k 
for all v E Y+(m) with j; u(x) dx = 1. Ij” the variation Vi v is finite, then the 
convergence rate is geometric. 
ProoJ Suppose that M is an integer. It is easy to see that for any v E V, 
with 1: u(x) dx = 1 and VA o < M 
for some k = 0, 1, . . . . 2M- 1. Note that by the basic property (7.7) of P 
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and hence m(u) is of the order of log VA u. Note that 
6 VW, = 6 (UF”) - aw(il)) 
<2C(l -p)-‘+lY+W(i,) 
0 
<D, a finite constant. 
It follows that all the subsequent numbers m(~~,) are of the order log D = a 
constant. But this together with the geometric probabilities of “success” in 
the filling scheme imply the geometric ergodicity of the embedded Markov 
renewal sequence. Hence, we have also the geometric convergence in (7.8). 
Remarks. (i) Since the Perron-Frobenius operator associated with a 
strictly expanding piecewise C* transformation contracts the variation (see 
[lo]) our results apply to this case. In particular we have an example where 
a deterministic system has a renewal representation. Moreover, Theorem 8 
shows that the subspace of invariant functions is finite dimensional and we 
have geometric convergence in (7.8). The existence of an invariant function 
was also proved in [lo]. Li and Yorke [ 1 l] proved that there is at most 
a finite number of them. 
(ii) It is clear that the property that the transformation is strictly 
expanding and piecewise C2 cannot be a necessary condition for the 
renewal representation. It would be interesting to know which kind of 
weaker expansivity properties imposed on a transformation would lead to 
renewal representation. More specifically: Is it true that ergodic transforma- 
tions with positive entropy, i.e., transformations which “expand in the mean” 
have a renewal representation? 
(iii) Another potentially interesting class of applications might be the 
Markov operators associated with dynamical particle systems (see, e.g., 
[ 121). These Markov operators are typically singular, whence non-Harris, 
so that the “old” regeneration techniques do not apply. 
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